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High Growth Companies Driving Impact in Key Sectors
Natural Resource
Conservation
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Improved Health
& Wellness

Greater Economic
Access

SJF Solar & Clean Tech Companies

NEXTracker has developed the
leading horizontal tracking
system for utility scale solar
projects, with lower costs and
better performance relative to
competitors. These benefits
reduce the LCOE from solar,
making solar more competitive
with fossil fuel sources of energy
production.
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groSolar is a leading large
commercial and utility scale
solar engineering, procurement,
and construction (EPC) firm
with megawatt+ projects across
the US. groSolar serves the 1–
30MW solar market, with
experience in designing and
building applications atop
brownfields, landfills, water/
waste water treatment plants,
and manufacturing facilities.

Community Energy first leveraged
electric choice to build demand for
new renewable projects, and went
on to deliver wind energy at
significant scale. CEI then expanded
into solar project development,
focusing on utility-grade projects in
advancing solar markets. CEI
continues to lead the industry by
offering the full economic and
environmental advantages of solar
and wind energy.
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EnTouch Controls provides SaaSbased energy management
systems (EMS) for retail and
restaurant chains. The company’s
EnTouch 360°™ service platform
integrates turnkey installation,
management analytics, and issue
ticketing and resolution tracking
that detects HVAC maintenance
issues, optimizes performance,
and lowers energy costs for
national chains, franchise owners,
schools and offices.

TransLoc improves the efficiency and user
experience for public transit riders and
helps agencies optimize their systems.
The company serves its 200+ municipality
and university clients with an innovative
suite of products to help them connect with
and delight their passengers with multimodal solutions.
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Clean Tech Venture Capital Observations
v VC boom in solar module tech & biofuels was a bust
v Diversified, capital efficent strategies have worked
v Mobility, EVs, IOT, efficiency, software, agtech, circular
economy, food, advanced materials… not all just energy
v Energy: wind to solar to EVs to storage –> electrification
v Proliferation of investors … family offices, corporate
investors, funds, angels, incubators
v Non-dilutive grants and loans – federal, state, industry
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